The Heritability of the Ring-Like Distribution of Macular Pigment Assessed in a Twin Study
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PURPOSE. It has been suggested that ring-like patterns of macular pigment, as measured with dual wavelength autofluorescence, are observed less frequently in subjects with age-related maculopathy. We explored relative contributions of genetic and environmental factors in macular pigment optical density (MPOD) distributions using a classic twin study.

METHODS. As part of a previous nutritional study, 322 healthy Caucasian female twins, aged 16 to 50 (mean 40) years, underwent measurement of MPOD optical density by two-wavelength fundus autofluorescence. In the present study, the right eye MPOD profile was assessed for the presence of a ring-like pattern by two graders independently, using common criteria, with a third grader arbitrating in cases of disagreement. Concordance was calculated as 2C/(2C + D), where C is the number of twin pairs concordant, and D the number discordant, for the ring-like pattern. Also, heritability was calculated using maximum-likelihood structural equation modeling.

RESULTS. Images and zygyosity data were available for 314 twins (88 monozygotic [MZ] and 69 dizygotic [DZ] pairs). The overall prevalence of the ring pattern was 25.8%. Respective concordances for MZ and DZ twins were 0.75 and 0.22. Additive genetic factors were estimated to contribute to 84.0% of the total variance (95% confidence intervals, 63.7%–94.6%).

CONCLUSIONS. Concordance for MZ twins was over three times that for DZ twins, with heritability estimated at 84%, indicating that genetic factors contribute to the development of the ring-like pattern. Studies have suggested that ring-like patterns of macular pigment can affect risk for age-related maculopathy. In a classic twin study, we found that the presence of such a pattern was highly heritable.
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Methods
As part of the previous nutritional supplement study, which has been described in detail, 17 322 healthy, female, twin volunteers (aged 16–50, mean age 39 ± 8.7 years) were recruited from the TwinsUK registry based at St. Thomas’ Hospital in London. Participants were asked to take a daily macular pigment supplement for 6 months, and underwent review at baseline, 3 and 6 months. Supplements consisted of three tablets per day of “Macuvite” (Springfield, Oud-Beijerland, The Netherlands), containing 18 mg lutein and 2.4 mg zeaxanthin. The study had local research ethics committee (St. Thomas’ Hospital Research Ethics Committee) approval and was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Macular Pigment Measurements
During each visit, participants underwent two-wavelength autofluorescence imaging of both eyes, following pharmacologic mydriasis, using a modified confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), which provided high resolution 20° images at 488- and 514-nm wavelengths. Members of each twin pair were imaged on the same day. The instrument’s gain setting was fixed throughout the study, and the equipment was allowed to warm up for 1 hour prior to measurements. Digital subtraction of images obtained at the two wavelengths yielded a grayscale map, the intensity of which was proportional to the macular pigment optical density (MPOD) at each retinal location. 18 The instrument’s software was also able to generate a plot of MPOD against eccentricity, averaging MPOD measurements at each eccentricity (Fig. 1).

Image Analysis
The images acquired during the previous study were reanalyzed for the present study as follows. The MPOD profile (MPOD plotted against eccentricity) was generated as above with the foveal center (zero eccentricity) manually defined as the point giving the highest MPOD measurement. If MPOD declined roughly monotonically with eccentricity, this was classified as a “no-ring” profile (N). If there were a definite secondary peak in the profile at approximately 0.5° to 1.0° eccentricity, this was classified as a “ring-like” profile (R). In some cases, the profile flattened, but did not show a secondary peak, before declining again, and these were classified initially as no-ring profiles. In a secondary analysis, these were classified separately as “plateau” profiles (P), to explore whether this had any effect on the heritability estimate. Examples are shown in Figure 1.

For heritability and concordance calculations the baseline visit was used (this had the greatest number of participants as not all attended for all three visits), and the MPOD profile of the right eye was assessed independently by two graders (AT and OAM) according to the above criteria. In cases where the two graders differed, a third grader (CJH) assessed the image, acting as arbitrator to provide the final grade. Kappa statistics were calculated to assess agreement between the two initial graders. Additionally, one grader (AT) also assessed all of the other profiles (both eyes, all available visits), so that further comparisons could be made, both between eyes and between visits (to explore whether supplementation had any discernible effect on the prevalence of the ring-like pattern).

When analyzing profiles, graders were blinded to the zygosity and also to the grade for the other member of the twin pair. This was achieved by analyzing profiles with the dataset ordered alphabetically by first name (rather than by last name or by study identification number, both of which were similar for twin pairs); thus, profiles of members of a twin pair were not analyzed consecutively.

Calculating Concordance
Case-wise concordance for presence of the ring-like structure was calculated as

\[
\frac{2C}{2C + D}
\]

where C is the number of twin pairs concordant, and D the number discordant, for the ring-like pattern. The calculation was done for monozygotic (MZ) and for dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs.

Calculating Heritability
Heritability calculations were performed with maximum likelihood structural equation twin modeling, using the OpenMx package (in the public domain, http://openmx.psyc.virginia.edu) in R (in the public domain, http://www.r-project.org). In this technique the variance of a trait is estimated by the contributions of three factors: the additive genetic component (A), the shared environment (C) or the nonadditive genetic component (D), and the unique environment (E). Threshold liability ACE/ADE models were executed with standardized path coefficients and expected variance and covariance matrices. The goodness of fit of the full and reduced ACE/ADE models were compared with the observed data. Heritability was calculated as the proportion of total variance of the trait (V) due to the additive genetic effect (A) in the best fitting model. In the first instance, the binary grading of ring or no-ring was used. Subsequently, the plateau profiles were separated from the no-ring group as a third grade, to explore any effect on the estimate of contributions of additive genetic factors.

Results
Zygosity status was not known (one twin pair) or data were not available for one or both members of the twin pair (three pairs), therefore 8 of 322 twin participants were excluded from analysis. Of the 314 remaining twins (157 pairs), 88 pairs were MZ and 69 pairs DZ. Results of grading for right eyes were as follows: 81 individuals (25.8%) had ring-like structures, 47 individuals (15.0%) had plateau-like pigment profiles, and 186 individuals (59.2%) had neither.

Concordances and Heritability
Case-wise concordances for presence of the ring-like structure were 0.75 for MZ twins and 0.22 for DZ twins. Model-fitting analyses identified the best-fit model was the AE model for both grading methods of the data. Estimated contribution of additive genetic factors (heritability) was 84.0% (95% confidence intervals [CIs], 63.7%–94.6%) when the binary grades of ring and no-ring were used. Taking into account plateau profiles as a separate grade altered the estimate only slightly to 83.7% (95% CI, 69.4%–92.0%).

Intergrader Agreement
Kappa measures of agreement between the two initial graders were 0.705 (95% CI, 0.617–0.793) for the binary classification of ring versus no-ring, and 0.685 (weighted kappa) when plateau profiles were classified as a separate intermediate grade. Both indicate a good level of agreement.
FIGURE 1. Representative macular pigment profiles for no-ring (top), plateau (middle), and ring-like (bottom) distributions. Right panels show digital subtraction images with intensity corresponding to MPOD. Left panels show corresponding MPOD measurements plotted against eccentricity. The line plots the mean MPOD at each eccentricity; the green and blue areas show SD and extreme values, respectively.
Intereye Agreement

In total, 316 individuals had grades available for both eyes (by one grader) at the first visit. Of these, 87% showed agreement between the two eyes: both eyes had ring-like structures in 57 participants (18%), and both eyes were graded as no-ring in 218 participants (69%); the remaining 41 (13%) were graded as ring-like in one eye, and no-ring in the other.

Changes in Proportion With Ring-Like Structure Over the Course of Supplementation

Macular pigment optical density images were available for all visits for 126 twin pairs (252 individuals), and were graded by one grader. The proportion with a ring-like structure was 25.8% at baseline and 31.0% at 6 months for right eyes, and 21.8% and 27.4% for left eyes (P = 0.20 for right eyes and 0.15 for left eyes). Macular pigment optical density profiles for twins who appeared to change grades between visits were re-analyzed by both graders. In all cases, the changes appeared to be marginal: on one visit, the twin may have had a plateau profile, and on another visit a ring (Fig. 2), but if the designated position of the foveal center was altered slightly the grading result would be altered. There were no cases found where an unequivocal monotonic decline in MPOD with eccentricity changed into a ring-like profile.

DISCUSSION

The present study investigated heritability of ring-like patterns of macular pigment in a classic twin study. Concordance in MZ twins was more than three times that found in DZ twins, and additive genetic factors were estimated to account for 84% of the overall variance in pigment distributions, suggesting that the phenotype is highly heritable.

![Figure 2](https://www.iovs.org/content/55/4/2217/F2.large.jpg)
Some potential limitations in our study deserve mention. Measurement noise could affect grading of distributions as could the subjectivity of individual graders. Also, it has been shown that other factors, such as cataract, can affect MPOD measurements, although whether these factors would affect the observed distribution of pigment is not clear. We strove to minimize errors related to subjectivity by using two independent graders (who were blinded to twin zygosity and who did not grade members of a twin pair consecutively). We found good agreement between graders. Also, given the relatively young age of our cohort, we would expect the prevalence of significant lens opacity to be low. Such measurement or grading errors (unless they systematically increased correlation in MZ more than in DZ twins) would be expected to lower the estimate of heritability. On the other hand, the classic twin study can also yield a higher estimate of heritability than other family study designs, so it could be argued that our estimate may represent an upper limit.

The proportion of individuals with the ring-like structure in our all-female population was 25.8% (95% CI, 21.0%–30.6%), which is very similar to the proportion of 25.1% reported for females in the Muenster Aging and Retinal Study (MARS). That study found that females had a significantly higher prevalence than males: overall, the proportion was 19.8%. We also found a moderate to good level of agreement between the two eyes as found in previous studies. Other studies have reported higher proportions of around 50%2 or even 68% (in a white, non-Hispanic population) and 86% (in African subjects). It is possible that differences in measurement techniques and classification criteria may underlie these widely different estimates; for example, it may be that profiles that would have been classified as plateau in the present study were graded as ring-like in other studies. For consistency, we attempted to adhere to the classification described in the MARS study4 (with our plateau profile corresponding broadly to their "intermediate" classification), particularly as this was the study showing a lower prevalence of ring-like structure in AMD. This may partly explain the close similarity in prevalence estimates. Our classification method appeared to be reproducible as evidenced by good measures of agreement between the two initial graders. Also, it is likely, as has been shown previously, that different ethnic populations will yield different findings. The cohort in the present study were all twins of European origin, relatively young (mean age 40 years), and all female, which might limit the generalizability of the findings to other populations, although we believe twins to be broadly representative of the general population.

In a recent study, Hogg et al. also explored heritability of spatial pigment distributions by analyzing images from 43 twin pairs. Interestingly, their measure of spatial distribution did not appear to show significant heritability. However, there were some important differences between that study and ours that may account for the apparently conflicting finding. They quantified spatial distribution by fitting a best fit curve to the horizontal macular pigment density profile, and taking the width at half peak as a measure of "relative spatial distribution of macular pigment," rather than classifying profiles as ring-like or not. It could be that the presence or absence of a ring-like profile would not affect this measure in a consistent way, although findings from one study suggest that the presence of a ring does increase the so-called "half width" (eccentricity where half the peak MPOD is reached). Also, their sample size was less than one-third of the present study and comprised an older cohort. Their study also only took into account distribution over the horizontal meridian, while the present study looked at the overall profile with eccentricity in all directions from the foveal center. In addition, pigment density was quantified from single wavelength autofluorescence images, while the present study used two-wavelength autofluorescence, which has been shown to be more precise and accurate. Greater measurement error is likely to reduce the size of a heritability estimate, acting effectively as an additional environmental factor that will contribute to the measured variance.

Whether supplementation might affect macular pigment profile patterns, and risk of AMD, is an important question. Although there appeared to be a numeric increase in the proportion of ring-like structures over the course of supplementation, this was not statistically significant; careful post hoc analysis of the actual images suggested some potential subjectivity in grading, particularly in those twins appearing to change grade over the course of supplementation. A sample size approximately twice as big would be required for sufficient power to detect whether the change in proportion from 26% to 31% was real. Also a longer study would help determine whether the possible trend identified reflects a real effect; in the present study, participants only took supplements for 6 months, and the rise in MPOD was small (approximately 5%). Our present findings also concur with those of Zeimer et al. In an analysis of images from 97 participants who had taken supplements for 6 months, they found no examples of ring-like structures appearing de novo or disappearing following supplementation.

The main novel conclusion of the present study is the high heritability of the ring-like distribution, indicating an important genetic contribution. Future studies could explore what these genetic associations might be and whether any of these affect risk of AMD. Such investigations would improve our understanding of AMD pathogenesis, and potentially our ability to prevent its development or progression.
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